
A New Animal Shelter

The animal shelters in my community do many active roles for the animals. They
take the animals and take really good care of the animals until they find a very good
owner to keep them. My community's animal shelters provide many a comfortable life
for every animal seen there and found. These animal shelters are very helpful to the
animals and have a really nice service for all homeless and stray. My community's
animal shelters are a kind of hero for homeless and stray animals. I bet my community
provides the best they can do for all the animals and hope the animals have a great
owner.

If I were to design an animal shelter. I would make it look nice. It would have a
gate for the entrance and inside would be really clean. I would make everyone feel as
comfortable as possible, especially the animals. I would let the animals make their self
at home.

My animal shelter will have many features. Each animal will have its own cage
and a neighbor next to him or her so they won't feel lonely and have company. Every
animal will be grouped with its own kind and separated from the other kinds incase
they're dangerous. Their food will always be full and we would let any type of animal
come in my animal shelter. That's what my animal shelter's features would include.

For the animal's service I would buy small cages, houses and stalls for all the
animals. They would all have their own dish and water bowl. All the animals will have a
tag hanging loosely around their neck that says: LUCY LIN'S ANIMAL SHELTER, and
my phone number. So, if they get lost, somebody will find it and give it back. The
animals that need muzzles will each get one and the animals that need leashes will get
their own. Every animal that can get washed in the tub will have his or her own little
bathtub to wash in. Of course, every animal in my animal shelter will have his or her

  toys. I think they will like all of the equipment I give them.
                 I will give each of the animals plenty of walks and sometimes let all of the

animals go out on a big field to let them exercise and get rid of extra energy. The
animals could also make friends. I wouldn't stop them from doing that. I will take really
good care of every animal and take care of him or her like I am a doctor. I will be the
best I can to the animals until they find an owner. I will give them warmth in the winter
and have air conditioners in the summer for the changing temperature. Yes, I will let
them enjoy their life and have comfort too! The animals will have a wonderful life in my
animal shelter. 1 will hope they get as good an owner!


